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Our Philosophy
We are passionate about creating environments that
enable people to live their best lives and achieve their
greatest potential. Our goal is to improve people's
quality of life through better designed environments,
buildings and developments.

Throughout the ages, the greatest minds sought to
understand the principles and mathematical order of
the universe. What they discovered was that every
geometric shape, every animal, flower, shell, or great
structure can be defined by and follow a strict set of
rules.

Perfect Square Design gives tribute to these wonders
and understands the value that nature and law have
over quality in architecture. Our design philosophy is
centred on systems of harmony and proportion.

Thus comes our passion for perfection in everything we
do. We believe that every space – no matter the scale –
deserves quality, proportion and harmony.

Our Vision
To be the most respected and recommended design
firm known for our innovative thinking and value adding
approach



Our 

VALUES

JC - ARCHITECT AND DRAFTING
COORDINATOR

Service 
Honesty 
Advice
Professionalism
Efficiency

PERFECT SQUARE DESIGN MEET THE TEAM

GILBERT SAYEGH - CHIEF DESIGNER

SARA WADEE - DESIGN         
 CO-ORDINATOR AND PROJECT
MANAGER

ELENA CRUZ - 
VISUAL DESIGNER

BERNADETTE FELIZARDO -
DRAFTING AND DESIGN



Gilbert Sayegh was born in Sudan to a family of
Expatriates. As a child he travelled the world and
was influenced by many cultures and values. As a
young adult, after his family migrated to Sydney,
he continued his school education and
successfully completed his Architecture Degree at
the University of Technology Sydney in 2012. 

His passion for Architecture led him to become a
partner in a local firm where he was exposed to all
scales and fields of architecture and design. 

in 2019, with all the valuable experience he
gained, he founded Perfect Square Design with a
focus on residential development. His passion for
changing people's lives and their world drove him
to this niche.

His vision is to grow a solid team of talent around
him that shares his values and continues to help
develop a better service to their clients.

Steven Y - Star Property Maintenance

                        

Hashim N - Refresh Renovations

                       

Our 

VIS ION

PERFECT SQUARE DESIGN

To be the most respected and
recommended design firm
known for our innovative
thinking and value adding
approach.

ABOUT OUR
DIRECTOR

Perfect Square Design is a very professional firm whom provided a final design to our satisfaction and exactly
what we wanted. Gilbert and the team at Perfect Square Design went over and beyond for us and the end
design was amazing. Highly recommended, easy to contact and always attend to your calls and needs
promptly. Thank you Gilbert and the team at Perfect Square Design

Perfect Square Design a team of professionals who won't spare an effort to deliver the expected outcome. My
experience proved that Gilbert Sayegh and his team would exert an unyielding effort when dealing with
difficult council issues. This is coupled with his exemplary customer skills and creative designs making him a
perfect fit for my renovation building company. Highly recommended.



SERVICES
REVIEW CONTRACT OF SALES
SITE AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY STUDIES

SWIMMING POOLS 
OUTBUILDINGS
RENOVATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
GRANNY FLATS AND STUDIOS

SINGLE STOREY HOMES
DOUBLE STOREY HOMES
LUXURY HOME DESIGNS
DUPLEX DESIGNS
TOWN HOUSES

BARBER SHOPS
CAFE'S
RESTAURANTS
INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL

PERFECT SQUARE DESIGN



The most important part of the process
Captured and documented on our shareable platform

Order 10.7 (2+5), Title, DP search, Sydney Water, Survey, GIPA
(if applicable)
Review project feasibility to the project brief

Discuss the brief and compliance
Photograph and Measure (ask us about our drone services!)

Live interactive meetings with our clients
Internal and External 3D visualization

Engage consultants
Project manage process

We manage the whole process from A-Z!

 DETAILED BRIEF

 
SITE/DESIGN ANALYSIS

 
SITE VISIT

 
CONCEPT STAGE

 
WORKING DRAWINGS

 
SUBMIT TO CERTIFYING AUTHORITY

THERE WILL BE OBSTACLES
THERE WILL BE DOUBTERS
THERE WILL BE MISTAKES

BUT WITH HARD WORK
THERE ARE NO LIMITS

6 STEP PROCESS
PERFECT SQUARE DESIGN



CHANGE YOUR WORLD THROUGH DESIGN

WWW.PSDESIGN.NET .AU
1300 PS  DESIGN (77  33  74)

INFO@PSDESIGN.NET .AU


